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Situated on the northern side of Lake Macquarie, the suburb of 
Cardiff is an industrial and commercial epicentre. What was once 
a coal mining centre, Cardiff was also noted for its fruit growing 
by the mining families that occupied the area. The suburb is a 
commercial and industrial hub, with many trades occupying large 
warehouses and factories in the area.

This month, our retailer in focus takes us to Shell Cardiff, one of the 
20 Pinnacle Group retail outlets in NSW. Run by Ravi Babu Koneru 
and his beautiful wife Jhansi since 2014, Shell Cardiff is highly 
regarded by the local trade and community for their customer 
service and friendliness. As we approach the store, one of the 
team members is assisting an elderly customer on the forecourt, 
and it is evident that the level of service at this store is a pinnacle 
of success.

Ravi and Jhasni have operated the site exclusively from 2014 to 
2019, prior to bringing in more staff to assist drive the business. 
Jhasni manages the store, and has a keen eye for detail. This is 
clear as we walk in, with shelves well stocked and store maintained 
at a high level of cleanliness. As we listen to Ravi and Jhasni serve 
their customers, each one is greeted individually, sometimes by 
name, and the pride in the service is clear. A quick look at google 
reviews, and one comments: “Bloody legends! Friendly service, 
quick and convenient 10/10”.

SHELL CARDIFF  A Pinnacle of Success

Ravi Babu and Jhasni Koneru

RETAILER IN FOCUS
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RETAILER IN FOCUS
PASSPORT TO PROFIT
Since joining the New Sunrise retail program in 2016, the site 
has become a high performing store within the Passport to Profit 
program and has rebranded the internal look of the store with 
modern and eye-catching Sunrise convenience branding.

“New Sunrise has been a great support to the store with the 
monthly promos and the magazine being a huge part of what to 
range in store and to keep up to date on what is trending. The 
assistance from the New Sunrise team has helped deal with any 
issues along the way” Ravi comments.

Through continued success via the P2P program, Ravi has 
attended 2 New Sunrise iceworks conferences (Singapore & 
San Francisco), and believes that both have provided some great 
learnings from visiting international retailers. 

A SHIFT TO DIGITAL
Shell Cardiff have embraced the technology evolution in 
convenience, and have added the services of Menulog and Uber 
Eats to the store (since COVID lockdowns in 2020) as an extra 
convenience for customers not wanting to shop away from the 
home. The site promote products via these APP including:

 9  Food: Pastries (Pies and Sausage Rolls) and Sandwiches

 9 Take Home Ice Cream favourites

 9 Drinks varieties including slushees

 9 Snacks at home including chips, chocolates and health bars

 9 Groceries + Health / Beauty including pain relief

 9 Forecourt essentials such as Firewood / Sodastream 

One of the more popular bundles is a Cadbury lovers pack, 
including any 2 large Cadbury family blocks, 1 x Cadbury Bitesize 
Bag, 1 Bag of Sour Patch – perfect for a family sharing night!

FOOD, AND BEYOND TRADITIONAL CONVENIENCE
Shell Cardiff boasts a convenience food offer that suits his 
customer base with something for everyone. The store offers The 
Common Good Coffee, using the Melita XT6, serving multiple 
milk options and quality freshly ground beans. At the forecourt, 
a snapframe poster invites consumers to purchase a coffee for 
$1 per cup, keeping the locals happy. The Common good Coffee 
company donates a portion of sales to Beyond Blue, keeping the 
community connection positive and true. 

Beyond food and coffee, Shell Cardiff continue to seek the latest 
trend or offer to boost the stores foot traffic. Recently, the store 
implemented SodaStream, and it is performing extremely well. 

And despite its size, the store packs a punch! The offer could 
be classed as a mini supermarket with an impressive range of 
groceries, magazines, newspapers & gift cards. The store recently 
introduced the milk and bread combo, and sales have shifted from 
3 loaves a day to over 20 loaves a day! 

Recently, Shell Cardiff was awarded the Top 10 Award Nationally 
from Shell, an awesome achievement and testament of the hard 
work put into the store.

A PINNACLE OF SUCCESS 
Ravi and Jhasni can be extremely proud of the store. As Ravi 
comments, “This is a one stop shop that prides itself on cleanliness 
& friendly customer service”, and this is clear  from the very start of 
the retail experience, with an extremely neat and clean forecourt. 
We wish Ravi and Jhasni continued success in the future, and 
thank them for their time in sharing their experience.


